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Project 
Summary 
Common Room of the City in the Age of Information 
Submmitted to the Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
on 7 May 1999 
Abstract ： 
Isolation because of Technology advancement and Urbanization 
The advancement of technology improved our living condition. It mainly helps 
us to save more and more valuable time. It shortened the travelling time and 
distance to go from one point to another. Time needed to perform most of our 
livmg task such as shopping, cooking, information distribution and so on is 
mudi reduced. However, interacticm and communication between people never 
improved much because of the saved time and even decreasing. People's living 
tend to be more and more isolated and individualized. There are less and less 
chance to contact a physical man, less and less reason to gather, having shorter 
and shorter meeting time and decreasing no of social institutes which are 
important source for interaction.^ 
In fact, the trend of individualization are the result of western domination over 
technology. Being a culture valued base on individual bodies, the application 
and developmoit targeted to fecilities people to work on their own. Information 
technology improved the distribution of information and communication 
channel between people, however, fake identity, one to one communication 
method and emerging of virtural world leading people away from others. 
Urbanization also contributes much to the event. The keen competition between 
citizens on limited resources, resistance raised from high living density, rush 
and hurry city life and lack of proper social space make people physically 
closely packed but mentally far apart. People have less and less trust and care 
to other. It keeps them from communication and without communication, trust 
and care between them can never been built. 
Technology allow more and more work to be done on our 
own. In the working institute, for example, machines for 
farming and manufacturing such as moulding madiine, 
are designed to release labor force, but on the other hand, 
reducing the opportunity for people to interact with other 
beings. In the service sector, from information desk to 
answa: machine and corqjuter kiosk is another level of 
isoIatiMi. In the living institute, shopping can be done on 
phone through the answo* machine of the shops. Evai not 
the answer machine, you would not diat with the man cm 
the otha- side. As the living quality at home increase, 
people have less reason to interact with their nei^bour. 
They still have interactictti, but just for aitertainmart and 
sharing of feeling, unlike that in the past, they may share 
manpowa- to cook for fetivals and ceranony, house 
maintenance or buying daily neccessaitiesas Besides, the 
emerging of the Net further reduce social institutes whidi 
provide greatest diance to meet people. The new home-
working concqrt and home-education concqrt are good 
illustration for that. 
Hypothesis ： 
Re-connection because of Computer technology and Architecture : 
Integration of computer technology and spatial design to enhance gathering and 
communication between people 
Time，Event, and Place are essential elements needed to ignite interaction and 
communication. 
Time - Leisure Time 
As technology developed, pec^le will have more and more spare time. They 
mainly will spend the extra time on further education and leisure event. Leisure 
gathering is the most efficient way to connect people together. Thus I employed 
leisure time as my Time component. 
Event - computerized activities and snack hunting 
Computer technology, especially multi-media and information technology, which 
designed for communication, have full potential as the event and media for the 
re-connection. The isolation bring along currently is the result of poor applica-
tion of computer technology in gathering term. Applying it on mass activities, 
like festive events, games and gathering place facilities，together with proper 
spatial design, people will come together, interact and communicate. Besides, 
eating is an ideal attraction and companion to gathering and chatting, especially 
snacks. It brings along leisure and informal atmosphere which is ideal for 
communication. Thus computer activities and snack hunting was chosen as the 
event component. 
Place - Open, sharing, relax and interconnected 
A place for gathering should be open and sharing to invite public visit. Commu-
nity complex divided into many enclosed rooms never work for mass communi-
cation and interaction. Inter-connection between various spaces enhances 
interaction. A relax and causal environment, generate welcoming emotion to 
chat and interact with others. That is the Place component. 
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Mission : To design a informal public social space with the use of computer 
technology, cultural activities and spatial arrangement to enhance 
interaction and communication between people. 
Building program 
Major concept and guidelines: 
There are a few concept and guideline which governed the building program. 
-attraction for people with wider range of interest 
-space for different size and type of gathering 
-social concern : 
minimum distribance to existing valuable public sport facilities of 
the district 
- application of computer technology 
-coherence to urban fabrics 
The building will be composed of six part: 
- Central multi-functional area 
- Digital media area 
- M T V pub 
- Snack street 
- Sport area 
- Administration area 
The five strategy areas are programatically as major attraction to gather people 
to the site. Wh飢 they arrived, with proper spatial arrangement and activities, 
people are tied together for interaction and association. 
Each part will be design to accommodate different type and size of association. 
The central multi-functional area and sport area is designed for mass festive 
gathering activities and causal stay of large no of people. The digital media area 
and MTV pub are designed for small and medium size of association with 
specific sharing activities. The snack street area are planned for causal stay and 
small size gathering. 
Organization diagram 
Site and ccttistriant 
The site finally selected is the Macpherson playground and Queen Elizabeth 11 
Youth centre in Mongkong. It located in the one of most busy area in the 
kowloon pennusule. There are other options during the selection stage，one is the 
Tinma site in Queaisway and the other one is the old urban area in Causeway 
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citizen� to the area eve^day and the density of this urban area. The project can also be treated as prototype experiment for 
a social space in the urban area in Hong Kong. 
Urban strategy 
Th: final urban strategy developed aimed to improve the pedestrian cimlation in the area. Hie improvement included three 
parts，zoning for pedestram only area，pedestrain cirulation guides and improvement work of circulation path. 
Pedestrain only area 
It proposed to turn area with heavy pedestrian traffic into "pedestrian only ” everyday after 15:00 to 00 00 Although it 
will obviously create trouble on goods delivery to shops around the area. However，from economic and social point of 
view，the measures will bring along greater flux of people and improve the environment which is much valuable to them In 
or， to achieve proposal, measures such as re-direction of vehicular traffic, relocation ofpublic transportation ports 
relocation of loading and unloading area will be accomplished. 0
 
w 
They not only increase the 
Elevated Walkway 
Elevated walkways are also suggested for tiie ar …^  
capacity of overloaded circulation system, they also introduce three dimension 
ciruclaticm to the area. First floor shops, multiple entrance to existing buildings 
and so on will become possible, ThQ walkways can also function as above head 
leading guide to bring people looping around. Surface on side and below the 
walkways are full of potential to act as information provider to the pedestrain. 
t一 " r � r \ ^ 
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Summary 
Pedestrain circulation guide 
In some strategic points in the area，visual focus such as stylish lamp posts， 
street sign, clock tower，etc will be introduced. It not only work as visual guide 
leading people moving along, similar effect to the above head neon sign in the 
area，but also help people to locate where they are. Besides, some back lanes 
near Argurs street will be renovated with canopies, advertisement board, etc in 
order to create a close loop circulation pattern in the area. Road widening and 
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Activities Focus of the Area 
Leisure environment 








and leisure stay 
Computer game 
area 
-Mass creation game 
(net story) 
-Mass competition gar 
(net war game) 
Various Attraction to the Point 
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Multi-functional central space 
Major node of circulation and a point to 
M 
Smaller interaction point 








Ground floor plan +0.0 1 : 750 
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Plans and interior montage 
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Mass net game area 
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view to the sun bath seating 
glass block area 
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Second floor plan +10.0 750 
Third floor plan +15.0 1 : 750 
entrance at north west corner the soccer pitch 
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Daylight penetration study: 







More transparent blocking on 
East and South side 
JUNE 
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100x1001 section as 
Secondary structure 
supporting the floor 
decking 
0 200 steel tube as 
bracing to the primary 
structure 
Primary structure 
O 400 steel tube as 
primary structure 
O 200 steel tube as 
secondary stud clamp to the 
steel cable with the boh and 
nut cable clamp 
O 50 steel cable screw fij^ 
the steel head 
500 thk X 3000 cast iron head 
fixing to steel column 
50 thk X 1000 cast iron screw 
to securing the steel connector to 
the steel head 
Steel tube connector for screw 
fixing of the primary steel tube 
Another steel clamp set above 
bracing to the column 
Steel damp sd: with fixing to the 
steel column 
Factory made steel stand with space 
allowance for adjustment 
O 200 steel tube for bracing and 
structure for mounting ofsavices 
externally and internally 
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Acoustic in the MTV Pub 
Glass panels formed an air space 
which serves as acoustic chamber and 
insulation Heat 
20 reinforced ^ass roof panel 
500x1000 steel guilder 
Service apparatus 
Stainless steel glass mount nuts 
Poms reinforced glass ceiling panel for 
acoustic purpose 
100 X 100 I section 
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Independent HVAC system for each building blocks 
Stack effect in the Central court 
HVAC for the Central area to be 
supplied from surrounding 
blocks 
-Start demolishing the 
lower wing of old 
building 
• Build over the 
soccer coourt 
with precast steel 
member for fast 
construction 
Building of the 
new basketball 
court 
-Operation of the new 
soccer court with 
temporary enclosure 
erected. 
-Operation of the new 
basketball court. 
-Demolition of old 
remains 
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Phasal redevelopment - to maintenance 




of the soccer court 
while the basketball 
court still operating. 




-Start the rest of 
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#1 Floating platform and grand stair seating 
Floating platform and grand stair seatingare employed in this option as the key elements to organize the central gathering 
space. The grand stair not only as the centralized circulation path to increase chance of encounterment, it scale and wide is 
so designed as causal seating in normal time and audience seating during performance. The open and concentric arrange-
ment of the floating platform on the one hand as flexible space for specific function, on the other hand as another important 
connector for people with the building. Tliey all are visually connected and act as vertical viewing platform during 
performance. For its op函ess and size, it also can act as secondary stages for performance. 
TV screen wall 
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Besides the platforms and stair, another important elements developed in this option is the video tunnel which marked the 
West entrance of the building. It provided a embedded environment for display of information such as advertisements, 
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Design 
Development 
#2 Connected individual block and electronic stream seating 
As the design development, the large building mass break down into smaller one. Independent building services, structural 
systems, phasal developing all made account of the happen of this option. Further reseach on gathering pattern ofpeopie 
asked for more identity between each main type of space. The electrcmic stream seating, as the grand stair, provided the 
flexible and causal sitting to the visitors. 
41 
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Design 
Development 
Tlie elctronic stream seating equipped with TV sere印 embedded on the floor. It not only provided sustrate for pec^ie to 
leisure or start conversation, it also provided a public channel for people to speak out - another channel of communication. 
Seats can be freely arranged by user as individual use or group discusion. 









Net game area 
MTV Pub area 
Snack area 
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Interna丨 facade study of the net game 
area 
layout study of the net competition 
game area 
sketch study of the exhibition area 
near the MTV pub 
conceptual circulation study of the 
snack area 
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As the project required large span structure which require fest erection and function as spatial decoraticm, lots ofeffeort 
was made to research on this. Besides, the integration of several structural systems add more beauty but also difficulty to 
the design. 
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Option #1 simple structure 
Option #2 giant truss defining the entrance and space 
Option #3 simple truss defining the space 
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Urban concern - phasat development, facade treatment 
Phasal development 
In order to preserve the last piece of public facilities in the area, 
much concern was paid to maintain the operation of the soccer 
pitch and indoor basketball courts. Series studies of phasal devel-
opment was made during the term. Option 3 was employed at 
last. 
-iEL^ itr.f-ifSl •-.Mt'; 
r i*^  
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Option #1 
i A & • 
Design 
Development 
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Facade study - the entrance comer 
I 
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Design 
Development 
The orientation and massing 
location have been change 
dramatically due to other 
concern. However, the phasing 
remain the same 
Option #3 and the final principle 










Formal banqud: - a place for easy association 
Third Place 
Third place is a term suggested by Ray Oldenbury. It derived from his under-
standing of the human experience of life as a senior sociologist. He suggested, 
there are three realms of experience from daily life，one is the domestic, the 
second is the gainful and productive experience, and the third is inclusively 
sociable，offering both the basis of community and the celebration of it. The 
three experiences are distinct and cannot replace one another. The third place 
where the third experience was concerned defined as " . . . .A generic designation 
for a great variety of public places that host the regular, voluntary, informal, and 
happily anticipated gatherings of individuals beyond the realms of home and 
work.i 
2.2.1 General character of the third places 
A place for leisure association 
Human as a social-creature, it is quite a natural tendency to gather and interact 
together. There is much reason for association of people. They can associate 
for working, associate for protecting their rights, associate for life and etc. In 
third place，people associate in order to spend their leisure time. They go to 
there not because of their any duty or obligation (except officials there), but 
would like to anticipate with others in a leisure and enjoyable environment. 
Plenty examples of such association can be found in pub，plaza, tavren and cafe 
all around the world. 
Besides, there is great ease of association in the third place. Being open and 
inclusive is the core of the third place. Everybody is free to come and free to left 
no matter w^om they are, where they come from, how much they earn only 
matter how they behave in the third place. Nobody is burdened to host the 
association. Everybody and anybody in the association are responsible for it. 
Thus people are easy to join and easy to leave the group. 
Another character of association is the unforced regularity shown by third place 
people. Not only they will visit the third place in a regular riiythm, daily or 
weekly，they also visit at similar time of a day. Besides，they showed regularity 
on what they do and whom they associate with. In case of a bar, they even drink 
similar brand of beer and in more or less same amount�.They ask for 
familiarity. 
Another character on association in third place is the existence of various 
Regular visit and gather is inipoitmit 
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Research and Findings 
The research conduct through the following media: 
Library searching of books 
CD-LAN electronic media 
First person participation in local and international virtual community in 
the Internet 
E-mail interview with user of net user, local and oversea scholars ( pis. see 
appendix for interview questions) 
Reading of internet publication of related topics 
/ I Appendix 
r Living institute ) 
Three realm of life 
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groups. The groups are of diflferent nature and have distinct character. They 
usually are of small groups. When a group grow to certain size, it splits. The 
split usually because of insufficient attention to some individuals or because of 
the accumulation of better match persons than in the previous group. So, they 
usually have little conflict and in a friendly atmosphere. Besides, there usually 
have member that can switch between different groups. Temporary union and 
communication between these group is possible. 
For association between established groups and newcomers, Ray observed a 
scale of ease of association according to the form of existence. A newcomers 
accomplished with old regulars are at the easiest end of the spectrum while 
group of newcomer are at the other end. Sometimes, they are even repelled by 
the regulars. 
A place of conversation 
In the third place, conversation is the main activity. People go there to meet and 
chat with old friends, express their problem in the working place and living place 
to the bar tender, exchange opinion on the political situation with interested 
people there, share their findings on a good red wines, etc. Even those go there 
for games, such as a poker game，the climax exist when the game is over and 
people start discussing about wisdom or mistake made by players. For a person 
to meet a new friends, the first mode of interaction between them is conversation 
also. Many observations have shown that the most enjoyable activities in the 
third place are conversation.^ 
Conversation allows two way mental dialogue and communication, which cannot 
be replaced in other form of activities even in reading books 
However, conversation cannot exist alone but have to be accomplished by other 
activities. In most of the time, other activity is the agent or substrate for 
conversation. It provides reasons for gathering, initiates communication and 
provides ground for interaction. Drinking and eating is the most commonly 
observed associated activities in the third place, not only in Chinese society, but 
also in society all over the world. Group games, information receiving and 
sharing and watching performance are other alternative activities. But 
remember, these activities should never be the main reason for visit. Conversa-
tion should be superior to all.^ 
A place of playful mood 
As people come to the third place aims to spend their enjoyable leisure time, it is 
obvious that a playful mood will be created as a result of collective attitudes. 
Even a person in sad mood is easy affected by the atmosphere there and change. 
As Ray pointed out，"here, joy and acceptance reign over anxiety and alienation. 
“Anyone who try consciously or unconsciously break the atmosphere will final 
either being isolated by people or killed the place. 
The quality of visitor not only controlled the collective psychological atmosphere 
in third place but also controlled the physical atmosphere of the place. It is 
because atmosphere produced governed by the perception that in term is user 
specific. A place full of ghost and monster feature can be playful to adventous 
people while terrible to ghost or blood-frightening people. 
Appendix 
r u t 
i 、\ 
Grouping of people 
Conversation generate relationship 
3 
p28-29, Ray Oldenburg 
4 
Cinema and Concert hall never is a third 
place as there are lack of conversation. 
Instead, the restaurant people visit after is 
more close to a third place. A one month 
observation on a local cyber cafe through 
internet cam shown that it is not a third 
place most of the time. It works only 
when private party was held there. 
(http://cvber-x.com.lik)pls. use navigator 
as browser. 
Conversation indicted by activities 
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A place of focus 
A place of focus is where one is likely than anywhere else to encounter any given 
resident of the community. The force of concentration allowed encounter of 
people that is the first step of association. 
Place of focus can be in term of functional, terrestrial and visual focus. In small 
European or American village in the past, the place of focus usually perform all 
the three dimension. It is a place concentrated with living functions such 
Church, government office Post office, shops, restaurant; etc. Besides, it located 
in the centre of village and usually has the finest and highest building and largest 
plaza. 
In the city，place of focus not only less integrated with the three dimension, it 
also divided into heretical order according to the effective area it served. Market 
place as a focal point, such Wan Chai market, it is a functional cmtre but not 
located in the centre of the district. It does not contain strong visual elements 
that attract people from distance and its service radius restricted to people within 
the district. Another example like the Cultural centre, it acts as a functional and 
visual focus that serves the whole Hong Kcmg. However, it is not a territorial 
centre. 
2, Behaviour pattern of Hong Kong People related to Association 
Leisure pattern® 
According to the investigation of Dr. P.T. Ng ccHiduct around 1995, the leisure 
pattern of Hong Kong people can be concluded as follow : 
5 
pi 12, Ray OLdenburg 
6 
p.253-293, 
"Leisure : A General Profile of Behaviour Po-ceptions 
and Satisfaction", by Pedro P.T. Ng 
Indicaticms of social develq)ment Hong Kcmg 1995， 
the Ghinese University of Hong Kong Press. 
See appendix also for table 
，，X they sp^d most of their leisure time with their families 
,,X Most of them are participated in social activities, which inclused, making 
social phone calls, meeting friends, eating out with friends and relatives, 
playing mahjong, during their lesire time. 
„X However, they have great desire to spend their leisure time alone for per-
sonal activities, domestic activities and simple rest/ 
，入 Usually the conditions when they spend their leisure time are: 
-quiet 
-inactive 
- can be both alone or with others 
—indoor 
- i n urban area 
-no t cost much money 
-need no facilities 
-need no skill 
一 need no thinking 
—know what to do 
in the investigation, the term included as listed 
Social activities : 
1. making social phone calls 
2. meeting friaids 
3 • eating out with family and relatives 
4. playing mahjong 
PCTSooal activities: 
1. reading 
2. visiting musaims and public libraries 
3. using personal conputers 
4. hobbies 
Domestic activities : 
1. tidying up 
2. cleaning 
3. taking care of diildrai 
4. prqjaraticMi of food 
Passive association 
For most of the people in Hong Kong，they usually meet new acquaints only in 
their living institution, working institution and education institution. Friendship 
between neighbours, collegues, and classmates, if there are any, developed as a 
result of compulsory daily meeting and interactions. For most places where 
these external forces for interaction does not exist, association and communica-
Culture Centre in Tsim Sha Tsui 
Shatin Race Course 
The sea side walk lane and grand stair in the Cultural centre 
The place which closest to third place in Hong Kong is the seaside walk lane and 
the grand stair in the Cultural centre. The place is open to everybody and 24 
hours a day. It can accommodate groups of various size and characters, from 
lovers, groups of old classmates，ex-colleagues, tourist, couples, families, fishing 
ad-hoc, happy groups，depressed groups，etc. It allows occasional open-air 
performance which bought all these groups together and have a nice afternoon. 
However, it is still not a great good third place. It does not enhance interaction 
and conversation within groups (except dispute and fighting). Besides, it does 
not have many regulars as there are caily the nice harbour view as company 
activities. The most important are the activities there not veiy suitable to the 
requirem甜t of Hong Kong people. Furthermore, it is not very attractive to stay 
long due to the weather and security problems. 
The Race Course 
Every Wednesday and Saturday, Race Course in Happy Valley or Shatin was 
foil of horse racing addicts. People shared their "private tips" witii their friends 
or unknown guys standing next to him. They cry and cheer together, all 40 
thousand speculars. They really regulars to the Course and enjoying the playful 
mood there. It is free to everybody but unfortunately cannot call at any time. 
The content of enjoyment and conversation is too simple for mental 
communication. Nevertheless, it is a good place for excitement and enjoys with 
large groups of people to retreat from pressure and other realms of daily life. 
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tion between people are difficult. People will hardly talk to the one standing next 
to you at the bus stop or sitting right next to you on the same bench in the park. 
Most of them will hardly to take a active role to interact with others. The 
picture will be much clear when compare with the attitude of two Hong Kong 
traveller meet in the street of Paris. 
The passive association character can be account for the lack of reason and 
psychological preparation. Taking the previous examples, if the two man in bus 
stop queen up quite closely everyday, they may be interested to know each other 
and they are more probably start to talk at some time as they are reason of 
curiosity and psychological prepared. 
2.1.3 Third place in Hong Kong 
Lack of third place in Hong Kong 
Similar to the situation in USA^, there is less and less third place in Hong Kong. 
In the past, we could easily spotted out gathering and association of people and 
open space in public housing estate, in herb tea shop, in Dai Pan tong，and 
private party. However, they can hardly be seen nowadays. We can caily found 
such association in Lan Kwai Fong, Disco，southptom football and basketball 
court，and bars. However, they served just very small lucky portion of popula-
tion who can found some ways to associate with others. The Coliseum and 
shopping malls，it allows gathering oflaige among of people. However, it 
served the initiate stage of association，encounter. It lacks facilities for interac-
tion and conversation between known and unknowns. They are enjoy in an open 
but isolated and individual one way mode. 
：^  9' '"it 
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So dose, but so far away 
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p3-13, Ray Oldenburg 
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i2 The power of the Age of Media 
The age of media bought about the advancement in computer technology and 
communication technology. Similar to the Industrial revolution, computer 
technology improved the production method and exposed to more opportunities 
on function, form and usage of products. It allows things to be much smaller but 
will great power and more functions, and in turns re-shape or more precise, open 
up to more alternatives on quality of life and space. Together with advancement 
in communication technology, it asked for re-definition of all living institution. 
People, being shaping and re-shaped by this world, also undergo tremendous 
change in behavior and psychological condition. 
2.2.1 Phenomenon 
Emerge of virtual world 
One of the product of the virtual world is virtual community. Community life in 
the cyberspace has been established for more than ten years® • There are ele-
ments of a community: care, share, daily communication, information, etc, 
except real life contact. As the drastic growing of internet and virtual reality 
technology, virtual community has expanded to a very giant size. Employing 
real time netCam and real time text communication made net conversation a bit 
closer to the way conversation happened in real life, but not in form of sound 
and without physical contact. However, it can only as a way to expand our 
limits in physical world to certain extend. It expanded our terrestrial limits from 
vehicular radius to any point in the world where connected to the net. 
Another impact from the virtual world is the large pool of information. The 
amount of information we can access in the virtual world, namely the Internet, is 
so much and so varies type that we can never think of. 
The virtual world also allow us to experience life, situation, image, sound that 
we never had or hard to reach. The simulation program for training of pilot 
allow them to experience adverse weather condition, ime邓ected mechanical 
errors，broken wings or engine fire，even landing in the snow. It is，to certain 
extaid, such unreal life to e邓erience all but at llie same time so valuable to 
experience it. In the virtual world, we can also heard the so real syntihietic sound 
of a bird in Congo rainforest through composer machine. 
However, the virtual world never can replace things happened in the real life， 
especially thus activities bear from the God. It is only a complementary way to 
enhance our life, to color and expand our limits, but never replace the real life. 
Plug-in and information culture 
There is a growing demand for accessibility to Internet. As computer become 
more and more handy，the demand will be more serious. Internet provided all 
the information they need for life, they need to go there before they can decide 
what to do next. 
It's all around you 
9 
Howard Rheingold 
Virtural world is large but not tangible. 
Tha-e is far more than virtual goggle now. 
Individualization and isolation of life 
The trend of computer and communication technology development is towards to 
fusion of living and woridng places，especially for the white collar worker. The 
Solo-groups is one of the example of this type of life. The machines will take up 
redundant and simple work. People are required to work for their creative and 
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mind. As the computer have raise the efficiency of a person so much that there 
is fewer chance to work in groups. Besides，the house is so well stacked and 
services is so convenient that there will have no need to left the house for living 
purpose also. Besides, the individualization is also a result of the society and 
city develqjment. As the city grows larger, the society is more complicated. 
People in the city are facing more and more stranger than those in a small 
village. They have less trust and less open to strangers. 
2.2.2 Shaping of Association pattern 
The emerge of the virtual community allow reaching people of wider range than 
before. Apart from people from confined social institution we always visit, we 
are directed connected to people living in a total different situation. It allows 
association of people with much different background than before，with different 
race，nationality, education system, and mode of thinking?. 
However，it also brings along a strange association, dealing with a known and 
unknown person. Experience shown people behaved very differently in the net 
from the real world. It is due to the setting of net communication. It may due to 
the fake identity the net allowed, and sometimes may due to a release of oneself 
in a protected and hidden position^. 
Another result brings along is the less degree of trust of people to stranger. It is 
not that easy as in the past to initiate interaction between two unknown person. 
As the society go complex, they are exposed themselves to damage. Hence less 
trust and self-orientated character emerged. It does not means people do not 
want to interact or associate with others, it means it is much difficult or need 
more understanding before really open themselves. When we take the individu-
alization and isolation into account, the situation will be much worse. Although, 
they are eager to be connected, they may not know how to learn and judge a 
person as there is fewer and fewer chance to practice. Even, they decided to 
open themselves, they may not know how and what to do. 
2.2.2 Architecture as media of information presentation. 
As the bloom of information, greater and greater demand on the ease access to 
information that they wanted. People would like to getting information 
everywhere. In the past, architecture is used as a space to enhance information 
delivery through other means. Theatre and forum are such designed to enhance 
information delivery through performers. Television station and radio station are 
designed to facilitate the equipment and enhancing digital informaticai. Only in 
gothic church or Pantheon can found architecture as subject to convey 
information, the sacred message from the God. 
Presenting information in all five sense 
Electronic display screen seems to be the only method for delivery of 
information. Text, sound and picture are the presentation form of information 
through computers vs^ch only involved the sense of vision and hear. In 
architecture, the form of presentation can be more than that. It can be involved 
all the five sense of human and perceive in a much natural and harmonized way. 
Taking the example of weather, we can only read the word “rain，’，“wind，，or 
"sunset" on the screen but in architecture, we can experience, touch and smell 
10 
"wherever，I've traveled physically in 
recent years, I've found ready-made 
communities that I meet online months 
before I traveled; our mutual enthusiasm 
for virtual communities served as a 
bridge, time and again, to people whose 
language and customs differ significantly 
from those I know ell in California." 
Howard Rheingold 
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"some people seem to use these deperson-
alized modes of communication to get 
very personal with each other." Howard 
Rheingold. 
"So how will architects and designers be 
able to work with this concept of time-
compression that abolishes extension, 
distances — the spatial properties with 
which designers, architects or planners 
used to work? the most 
improtant fact: the revolution is a 
revolution of world time To 
architect, the point is how in this world 
city，to construct telecommunication 
devices and not only communication 
elements at telephone or computer level, 
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Client 
As a point of interaction and public facilities, there is much potential for the 
project becoming an interesting spot for foreign visitors to learn, contact and 
merge with local culture. Being a body subsidized by the government and leader 
of the tourist industry of Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Tourist Association is 
most probably the client for the projec. 
3.1 Client profile 
3.1.1 General 
The Hong Kong Tourist Association (H.K.T.A.) was established by the Hcmg 
Kong Government in 1957 to develop the territory's toruism industry for the 
benefit of Hong Kong. It is a subsidized body by the government. 
One of the Association's pivotal roles is as a ccmduit between the industry it 
represents and the Government. The HKTA is an Association of Members 
covering the travel industry and tourism-related services 
3.1.2 Objectives 
12 
The Association has six objectives''. They are ; 
- to increase the number of visitors to Hong Kong; 
- t o further development of the territory as a travel destination; 
- to promote the improvement of visitor facilities; 
- t o secure overseas publicity for the territory's attractions; 
- to co-ordinate the activities of the travel industry; 
- and to make recommendations to and advise the Government 
related to the tourism industry 
matters 
3.1.3 Organization and structure 
The Association is headed by the Board of Managem她.The policies and 
strategies decided by the Board is executed by 390 staff in 18 office worldwide 
to promote tourist industry of Hong Kong^. 
At 1997, there are some 350 travel industry corporate members and a furether 
1350 from tourism-related establishments 
Recent Strategy and development potential of the project 
3.2.1 Recent Strategy 
Unlike other countries, the image of Hong Kong tourism mainly lie on life of 
people in Hong Kong and unique local culture. The endless life of Hong Kong 
people，special cultural places, heritage in New territories have been the selling 
points many years. In the past, the role of the Association was limited to 
introduction of these places in guidebooks. However, the Association recently 
have taken a much active role and still effort mainly paid on promotion of local 
life and culture^ • Establishment of heritage route, renovation of specail 
buildings, promoticm of unique festive activities, parade, intersested tours are 
some effort of the Association. 
Hong Kong Tourist Annual Report 94/95 
13 
Hong Kong Tourist Association Animal 
Report 96/97 
14 
Since 1995, the Association launched a 
campaign to attract tourists, "Wonders 
never cease", “ “ 
The campaign's marketing objective is to 
reflect the many interresting facets of 
Hoing Kong, its achievements on an 
international scale，and the resilence and 
adaptability of its people. The emphasis 
is also on the timeless nature of Hong 
Kong's wonders, which will cany the 
territory beyond 1997 and into the 21" 
century. 
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them. Clearly, not all information is suitable or required to present in these 
manner. Information on weather, atmosphere, time of day, human behavior are 
some of suitable field for presentation 
Combine with electronic media 
For those information which cannot be present alone by architecture means 
electronic media required combination of both. Information 
J 
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The Visitor and Tourism Study for Hong Kong (Vistour), a consultant report 
commissioned by HKTA to review and propose development of Hong Kong 
tourist industry, was completed in 1995. One of the important emphasis in the 
report was to develop more tourist spot around Hong Kong4. In 1998, the 
government provide the HKTA 6 billions dollars to implement some proposal in 
the report and the HKTA at the same time have finished the flexiblility study of 
most projects. 
3.2.2 Development potential 
Reviewing all the projects proposed in the report，they are all projects for 
excitement and secenic spots. The most important and valuable elements in 
Hong Kong tourism ever, life of local people seems to be missed from the list. 
As a place for gathering of Hong Kcmg people, the project will be an interesting 
place for tourist to learn, contact and merge in the local culture or way of living. 
Besides，as the HKTA is looking for a suitable place for their annual interna-
tional event. Hong Kong Food Festival. The project, as a place also designed for 
eat and drinks, can provide a good place for the event. 
3.2 Funding 
As a government organization, operational cost of Hong Kong Tourist Associa-
tion mainly come from the government. Only less than 1% of incomes come 
from subscriptions of members and bank interests. For the development of a 
large projects, differ纽t financial arrangem纽t will be araised. 
Referring to proposal on the Film city in Ma Wan by the HKIA^, the funding of 
the project will be sought from the Government, private companies and chari-
table oiganisations donations like the Hong Kcmg Jockey Club. Besides, as a 
public leisure facilities, it is suggested to have a joint venture with the Urban 
Council to facilitaties easier financial arrangement. 
The land for development can be GIS land granted from the government. 
3.2 Operational Cost 
There operational cost of the project mainly divided into two parts : Govemm^t 
subsidization and income of the place. 
Although it is a open public places，it is estimated that lots income can be make 
from as listed follow 
- Rental of space for mass activities organized by parties like mass 
media, exhibitions, performance 
- Rental of catering service to private companies 
- Selling of souvenir 
- Advertisement signs and electronic billboards 
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List of projects: 
7. 
Indoor skating in Kai Tak airport 
World Expo' 
Water sport centre in Shatin 
Film city in Ma Wan 
Cable car near the outdoor Buddha 
in Lantau Island 
New Curiser Terminal in North 
Poing 
Golf club 
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Site information 
Location: Macpherson playground and Queen Elizabeth II Youth Centre 
Site area: -Macpherson playground 7450 sq.m 





-total. 9600 sq.m 
Op甜 space (O) for Machperson playground 
GIC for Queen Elizabeth II Youth Centre 
Class B for Machperson playground 
Class B for Queen Elizabeth II Youth Centre 
Ownership: Both lots are now managed by the Urban Council. 
Land use in: 
the district^ 
c 7.51ha 5.12% 
CDA 2.12ha 1.45% 
R(A) 40.39ha 27.56% 
I 5.49ha 3.75% 
GIC 14.46ha 9.87% 
0 8.10ha 5.53% 
OU 8.16ha 5.57% 
Maj. Road 58.79ha 40.12% 
LDC scheme plan an ？a 1.52ha 1.03% 
Total 146.54ha 100% 
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Kowloon Planning area No. 3 - Mong 
Kok - Outline zoning plan ( S/K3/11) 
C - Commercial 
CD A- Comprehensive development area 
R(A) Residential (group A) 
I Industrial 








^ Existing Physical Condition 
6.2.1 Surrounding environment 
The site is surrounded by 7 storey high old buildings on three sides and open to a 
busy vehicular street on one side. 
The busy street, Yim Po Fong Street, is a 44ane road bridging the Waterloo road 
and Argyle street. A bit further is the rail ofKCRC which lifted more than 5m 
higher than the street with long retaining wall. On the West, a new 20 storey 
building is just completed 
6.2.2 The Macpherson Playground 
At the moment, the Macpherson Playground is mainly a hard surface 7-man 
football court with 3 small basketball courts close to Queen Elizabeth Youth 
Centre. As there are one primary and one secondary school nearby, ever evoiing 
the court are full of young football player. At weekend, the age of players 
changed. More adults and old man will play there. Besides, it also common to 
see family units playing there also. Similar pattern is observed in the basketball 
also. 
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6.2.3 The Queen Elizabeth II Youth Centre 
The Queen Elizabeth II Youth Centre is an indoor basketball court. The profes-
sional basketball league of Hong Kong is held in the Centre every year. 
However, the court is very small and facilities are aging. Sweep by the NBA 
heat from the state, growing demand is observed for the basketball court. 
Proposed Land Use Modification 
In order to realized the project, application to the Town Planning Board for 
change of land use from "Playground" to "Place of Recreation, Sports or 
Culture" is needed. 
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Schedule of Accommodation 
The project is designed to hold maxminum 5000 person at one time for 
gathering, association, eating and drinking and holding of periodic large 
performance. It is estimated to have average of 2500 person to the complex 
which included 1000 stay more than 2hr and 1500 stay less than 2hr. The 
accommodation of the project is summaries as follow 
Semi-open entrance hall 4000 sqm 
Administration and security office 395 sqm 
Catering 210 sqm 
Theme space 
- M T V pub 1162 sqm 
-Snack street 2842 sqm 
-Sun bath glass block 912 sqm 
-Net game area 1462 sqm 
Facilities for convenient 60 sqm 
Washroom 330 sqm 
Lift and machine room 49 sqm 
Computer network office 295 sqm 
E/M services rooms 2035 sqm 
Total: 13752 sqm 
Site area : 9600sqm 
Required plot ratio: 13752/9600 二 
as in the S.O.A 
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Semi-open entrance Hall 
Function 
,,x Receiving of visitor 
„x Information gathering 
„x Re-direction 
^ Informal gatiiering and meeting 
„x Periodic perforaiance 
„x Holding of 1000 person at one time• 
Area 4000 sqm 
Administrative and Security office 395sqm 
Administration office 155sqm 
Function 
„x Daily administrative operation of the place 
,,x Accommodation of max 20 staff at one time 
Facilities and area 
,’x General office (5 sq.m @ person) 100 sqm 
,,x Storage space (filing) 20 sqm 
,’x Pantry 10 sqm 
,,x Washroom 10 sqm 
’’x Reception area 5 sqm 
„x Meeting room 10 sqm 
Security office 240sqm 
Function 
’,x Daily monitor of the complex 
’,x Accommodation of maximum of 50 security 
Facilities and area 
’’x Central control room 100 sqm 
„x Rest room 80 sqm 
’’x Classroom 10 sqm 
Equipment room 30 sqm 
,,x Storage room (filing) 20 sqm 
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”X Preparation of food 
„x Storage of food 
”X Washing utensil (included that of water bar) 
Accommodation of 50 staff 
ISOsqm 
Facilities and area 
10 stoves, 5 ov^s 50 sqm 
，,x preparation table 10 sqm 
„X 3 sinks and 1 washing machine 30 sqm 
nX Refrigerators 30 sqm 
Water Bar 80sqm 
Function 
„x Preparation of drinks 
„x Storage of wine 
Facilities and area 
„x 10 Bar table (at different area) 50 sqm 
”X central wine shell 30 sqm 
Theme space 
MTV pub 1162sqm 
Function 
„x as a quiet place to contact with nature 
,’x for sun batii, and relax lying cm floor 
,；(sit around tree 
„x accommodate max. 1000 at a time 
Facilities and area 
’,X Large slope for sitting and lying 800 sqm 
(for 400 person) 
„x Seats & tables 312 sqm 
-lOnos. of 8-person tables ...200sqm 
(@ 20sqm) 
-24 nos. of 5-person tables …312sqm 
(@ 13 sqm) 
nX Signature, lamp post & litter bin 20sqm 
’,x Network socket post 30sqm 
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Room of Snack street 2842sqm 
Function 
„x as a quiet Chinese space for modem urban people 
’’x for playing cheese, tea serving, chatting 
„x accommodate max. 1000 at a time 
Facilities and area 
„x Large landscape garden &...… 800 sqm 
courtyand (for 200 person) 
„x Seats & tables 1892 sqm 
-35 nos. of S-person tables …700sqm 
(@ 20sqm) 
-84nos. of 5-person tables... 1092sqm 
(@13sqm) 
-corridor / verenda seats lOOsqm 
„x Mechanical room for food delivery., 100 sqm 
„x Signature，lamp post & litter bin 20 sqm 
„X Network socket post 30 sqm 
Room of Sun bath blocks 912sqm 
Function 
„x as a bit busy and exciting 
„x standing and sitting on circulation 
„x view of M<Mig Kok 
„x accommodate max. 1000 at a time 
Facilities and area 
„x stand to eat or chat area 500 
(for 300 person) 
„x Seats & tables 312 
-10 nos. of 8-person tables ...200sqm 
(@ 20sqm) 
-24 nos‘ of 5-person tables …312sqm 
(@13sqm) 
„x Bar table sittings 50 
„x Signature, lamp post & litter bin 20 





Facilities and area 
„x 10 nos of Atm... 
,’x 5 nos of Public telephcme 
Information centre 
,,x Quening space 
Washroom 330sqin 
Function 
’’x Provided as according to regulation of Hong Kcmg 
Facilities and area 
”X Male lav 150 sqm 
,,x Female lav 150 sqm 
„x Disable lav 30 sqm 
Lift and machine room 49sqin 
Function 
’X As a barrier free access for disable 
„x As vertical transportation of staff 
,,x As vertical transportation of goods 
As vertical emergency access within building for fireman 
Facilities and area 
„x 2 Passenger lift (1 as fireman lift) 11 sqm 
,,x 2 good lift 18 sqm 
„x Lift machine room 20 sqm 
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Room of Net game area 
Function 
’,x Large wall-mount screen showing news around the world 
,,x Allow more vigous discussion 
,,x Accommodate max 1000 at a time 
1462sqm 
Facilities and area 
,,x 4 large wall-mount Plasma screen 
and machine room 100 sqm 
„x 4 large forum seating 600 sqm 
for 400person 
„X 2 large room for 400 sqm 
mass electronic game (200 person) 
„x Seats & tables 312 sqm 
-10 nos. of 8-person tables ...200sqm 
(@ 20sqm) 
-24 nos. of 5-person tables... 312sqm 
(@ 13 sqm) 
„x Signature, lamp post & litter bin 20sqm 
,,x Network socket post 30sqm 
Facilities for convenient. 60sqm 
Function 
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Computer network office 295sqm 
Function 
’’x operation of electronic equipment in the building 
’’x operation of the computer network 
’,x accommodate staff for computer network maintenance 
’,x accommodate networking equipment 
Facilities and area 
„x workshop for media editing 120 sqm 
(15 staff) 
,,x workshop for network maintenance.... 60 sqm 
(8 stafi) 
nX computer room 50 sqm 
.-X Data storage room 50 sqm 
„x Store room 15 sqm 
E/M services room 
Function 
’’x Accommodate A/C system equipment 
,’x Accommodate fire service equipment 
„x Accommodate equipment of utilities. Telephone, and water company 
Facilities and area 
A/C 
’,x 10%ofGFA 1375sqm 
Fire service 
nX Fire control room 10 sqm 
’’x Sprinlker tank 100 sqm 
„x 20 nos Hose reel cabinet 40 sqm 
,,x Fire service pump room 5 sqm 
Water Authority 
nX Portable water tank 200 sqm 
’’x Flush water tank 100 sqm 
’,x Water meter room 5 sqm 
„x Water pump room 5 sqm 
Electricity company 
’,x Transformer room 100 sqm 
„x 10 nos Switch room 20 sqm 
rX Emergency generator 10 sqm 
Telephone company 
”X 4 nos of Telephone room 20 sqm 
10 nos Telephone duct room 20 sqm 
nX 4 nos. of Mobile phone room 25 sqm 
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